Topography of inferior olivary neurons that encode canal and otolith inputs.
Vestibular information arising from rotational head movement and that from translational head movement are detected respectively by the semicircular canal and otolith organ in the inner ear. Spatiotemporal cues are in turn processed by the vestibulo-olivo-cerebellar pathway for sensorimotor coordination, but the role of the inferior olive (IO) in this pathway remains unclear. To address whether rotational and translational movements are differentially represented in the IO, we studied the distribution pattern of IO neurons recruited into the circuitry following selective activation of receptor hair cells of the horizontal semicircular canal or the utricle in adult rats. Neurons in the beta nucleus of IO (IOβ) and dorso-medial cell column of IO were responsive to horizontal translation, but not rotation. Notably, otolith-related neurons were observable largely in the rostral IOβ. In contrast, the subnucleus A of IO (IOA), subnucleus C of IO (IOC), and dorsal cap of Kooy (IOK) were responsive to horizontal rotation, but not translation. In the IOA, these canal-related neurons were clustered in the medial portion of the subnucleus. In the IOC, canal-related neurons were skewed towards the rostral half. In the IOK, canal-related neurons were found throughout the subnucleus. These indicate that the distributions of canal- and otolith-related neurons encoding horizontal motions are clearly segregated in the IO. These discrete IO subnuclei therefore provide a topographic map for temporal and adaptive operations of sensorimotor coordination and spatial reference.